
Maytronics – The trusted name for commercial pool cleaners 

Powerful Heavy-Duty Performance
Powerful cleaning performance with exceptional reliability. 
Maytronics commercial robotic pool cleaners promise, and 
deliver a long-term, cost-effective operation.

Professional Pool Cleaning
Advanced technologies provide comprehensive scanning 
of the entire pool and highly effective pool brushing and 
filtering throughout, for clean, safe, and pure pool water.

Solution for every public pool
With a proven solution for any commercial pool, from 
small public pools to the largest and professional pools 
worldwide- Maytronics is the ideal pool cleaner choice.

Service and Support 
When you buy a Maytronics pool cleaner, you are also 
purchasing exceptional customer service and support  
by Maytronics product experts. 
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The trusted name for commercial  
pool cleaners
Designed for large pools up to 121 feet, put the power of two robots to work 
at once with the Maytronics Wave 120 commercial robotic pool cleaner. Ideal 
for universities, YMCAs, and water parks, the Wave 120 saves you valuable 
times when it comes to maintaining your facility pool with its easy operation 
and multiple cleaning options. With superior filtering capabilities and an 
extra-wide cleaning path, this cleaner expertly cleans the pool with maximum 
effectiveness and efficiency, ensuring sparkling, healthy swimming water for 
your guests to enjoy.

Plug-and-play operation Superior scrubbing of floor,  
walls, and waterline

Fine and Ultra-fine filtration Tangle-free cable

Low energy consumption Remote Control

WAVE 120 Product Specifications

Up to 121 ft. Ideal pool length

Floor, Walls, and WaterlineCleaning coverage

Quad Scrubbing BrushesBrushing

Quick – 4 hours, Standard – 6 hours,  
Enhanced - 8 hours

Cleaning cycle time

Fine and Ultra-Fine, Bottom-loading bagFiltration

42 lbs.Robot weight

131 ft. Tangle-free cableCable length

CleverClean™ coverage
Navigation and 
maneuverability

Included Remote control

IncludedCaddy 

24 months - limitedWarranty

9999359-W120Product number


